
                                    Laws & Procedures of Bridge                                                                        
We bring together in four documents essential guidance for club players, on the basics of 
Bridge Law, together with the EBU’s regulations and the club’s playing rules.    

 
 II.   THE AUCTION 
1. Alerts and Announcements.  
The regulations on this subject are explained in the fourth document in this series “Alerts and 
Announcements. 
 
2. Unauthorized Information 
The only legal ways for a pair to exchange information are valid calls and plays. All other 
forms of communication between partners supply unauthorized information. This principle is 
strongly enforced throughout the laws of bridge. Common Ways in which unauthorized 
Information occurs are discussed below:- 
- Bidding:   Hovering over or touching the bidding box before passing suggests a  
      marginal bid. 
- Touching a Pass card before bidding implies your bid is minimal. 
- Hesitations:  You are expected to bid roughly in tempo with the other players. 
      Hesitating unduly before passing suggests a borderline bid. 
- Questions during Bidding:   Asking a question and then passing implies a  
     borderline bid. Looking at your opponent’s convention card is the same as asking  
    a question. 
- Jump Bids:   Before a jump bid, the Stop Card should be displayed for 10  
      seconds. Regardless of this, the next bidder must wait 10 seconds before  
      bidding.  Not doing this implies additional confidence in the strength of the bid. 
If he judges that the opponents’ result was damaged by exploitation of these hints the 
director will adjust your score. 
 .  
3. Illegal Bids and Bids Out of Turn 
As well as being illegal, these bids supply unauthorized information to partner when 
withdrawn. The director should be called in every case. 
 
4. Misinformation  
Opponents by law have an absolute right to accurate answers to their questions. 
If you realize that you yourself have given an incorrect answer, call the Director immediately. 
 If you partner has given an incorrect answer, this must always be corrected. To ensure that 
your partner is not appraised of his error: -  

-  Declarer or his partner cannot correct wrong answers until the auction ends. 
-  Defenders can not correct their errors until the end of play.  

It then becomes the director’s problem to redress any possible damage.   
 
3. Changes of Call  
If partner has not bid, inadvertent bidding errors can be substituted, if this is done as soon as 
the error is noticed. However the facts and the laws of the matter are a very common cause 
of dispute and you should call the director every time.  
 
5. The Clarification Period  
At the end of the Auction, all bids must be left in place on the table until the opening lead is 
faced. The face-down opening lead marks the start of the clarification period. In this interval 
questions can be asked without risk of unauthorized information.   
Declarer or his partner, can disclose incorrect answers to questions during this period.  
If the other side believe they would have bid differently following misinformation, they should 
call the director. He can re-open the auction if necessary.  
The opening lead is faced when the questions are complete.  At this point the bids should be 
returned to the bidding boxes.  


